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The painter was likened by Socrates to a man wandering around with 
a mirror desperately trying to capture the fleeting appearances of 
the world. Matthew Inglis is a very different calibre of artist than the 
one seeking mere mimetic photographic effects. The reality he is 
after is not something that is simply there and can be readily 
rendered into an image, but on the contrary has to be keenly sought 
out, rigorously analysed and imaginatively constructed.  

As with all creative disciplines art grows out of its own particular 
history. There are, however, also outside agencies - and their 
theoretical implications - which have played crucial roles in guiding 
and shaping the development of that history. Two of the most 
important are the “mirror” and the “box”. These highly influential 
instruments to which artists have regularly turned in their quest to 
give a more convincing representation of reality, are never-the-less 
antithetical to each other. The mirror, on the one hand, with its 
apparently seamless ability to turn everything that falls within its 
sights into an arresting visual facsimile, misleads through its 
seductive illusionistic power which deceives as it distorts. The box, by 
contrast (as exemplified by the work of Matthew Inglis) is not 
passively reflective, but actively creative - re-presenting not fleeting 
glimpses of superficial reality, but its underlying psychological, 
economic, social and cultural features and how they relate and 
operate within and on each other. 

Despite the range of challenging issues facing contemporary society 
which his art addresses, Matthew Inglis’ “diorama” boxes engage 
with his chosen topics of concern in a surprisingly playful way. He 



skilfully combines the serious thematic content of his art with the 
inventive and witty presentation of his intriguing tableau scenarios.  
The particular feature of the contemporary world which seems to be 
the main source and inspiration for his art is that of the ubiquitous  
cut-price store in which everything is forever in a transitory state of 
being desirable and expendable at one and the same time. He 
assiduously scans and sifts this raw material for the latest must-have 
attractions from these plastic paradises. Perusing such stuff of other 
peoples’ passing dreams, Matthew Inglis’ encyclopaedic fascination 
with all that he casts his eye over, is then subsequently subjected to 
a highly complex process of selection. Those carefully chosen objects 
are removed and recast to take on fresh identities and different roles 
within a wide range of multi-layered mini-epic fables. Thus, all that 
normally would be dismissed as tawdry kitsch - lacking any aesthetic 
significance or artistic value - is transformed by a new purpose, a 
radically different context and presentation. 

The mirror forever deludes us with its false and fractured reflection 
which, furthermore, passes an unforgiving judgement on our failure 
to match up to the ideal image we have imposed on ourselves. 
Courageously, Matthew Inglis picks up the scattered and abandoned 
fragments of that refracted reality and reconnects and reassembles 
them into a re-casted vision of our childhood dreams which not only 
enthral and delight, but can encourage resistance against the 
corruptions of our fallen world. 
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